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Abstract 
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report and presents the dissemination and communication activities undertaken by the E2District 
project consortium during the first fifteen months of the project. 
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Executive Summary 

This deliverable presents the dissemination and communications activities for the initial15 month 
period of the E2District project which had the objective of assisting the project in achieving the 
greatest possible impact among E2District’s stakeholders in Europe. It includes details of 
dissemination and communication activities from all five partners of the E2District consortium.  

E2District’s dissemination and communication activities for the first 15 months of the project 
were guided by the project’s dissemination and communication strategy identified in the 
Dissemination and Communication Plan (D6.1). The idea underpinning the dissemination 
strategy (see table below) is to take key external stakeholders through a 3-stage process of 
awareness, understanding and action so that, ultimately, relevant stakeholders are applying the 
E2District solution for optimised community energy management. The first stage of the 3-stage 
process, ‘Dissemination for awareness’ takes place between month 1-22 of the 36 month 
project. The second and third stages of the project’s dissemination strategy, ‘Dissemination for 
understanding’ and ‘Dissemination for action’, take place between months 22-34 and 34-36 
respectively. 

This report, therefore, describes the key dissemination and communication activities that have 
taken place during months 1-15 of 22 of the Dissemination for Awareness stage of the DCP.  

During months 1-15 of a 22 month ‘dissemination for awareness’ campaign, the primary 
objective of E2District’s dissemination and communication activities was to disseminate for 
awareness by making the general public, relevant external organisations, stakeholders and 
potential users of the E2District outputs aware of the project and its aims and objectives.  

To achieve this objective, the following steps were undertaken: 

Firstly, the project’s target audience was identified, defined and analysed. Secondly, in 
accordance with the audience’s needs identified in the definition and analysis, dissemination 
and communication tools and channels considered to be most likely to provide the best 
opportunity for accurately targeting this audience were selected. Thirdly, the selected 
dissemination and communication materials, tools and channels, which included publications 
and presentations to both academic and non-academic audiences, workshops, press releases, 
promotional materials, a project website, social media presence and other online promotional 
activities, were implemented. 

The E2District dissemination and communication strategy has proved effective to date as is 
evidenced in Section 3 of this report which demonstrates the increased awareness of the project 
activities among DHC stakeholders and the scientific community in general, and ongoing contact 
and engagement with relevant energy efficient buildings and DHC associations (DHC+ and NKS 
Energie), as well as the broader European energy community, local and European community 
and governmental organisations and the general public. 

This deliverable is the first of 3 Implementation of Dissemination/Communication of Results 
reports. A second report, D6.4, will be issued in M24 of the project and the final report, D6.5, 
will follow in M36 at the cessation of the project. 
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1 Introduction 

This deliverable presents the initial 15 months of E2District’s dissemination & communication 
activities which had the objective of assisting the project in achieving the greatest possible 
impact among E2District’s stakeholders in Europe. It describes the project’s target audience and 
the dissemination and communication tools selected and implemented including promotional 
materials, online and electronic activities, events, networking and publications. The document 
includes details of dissemination and communication activities from all five partners of the 
E2District consortium. 

All dissemination and communication activities undertaken by the project during months 1-15 
were guided by the E2District dissemination and communication strategy which is defined in 
D6.1 (Dissemination and Communication Plan – DCP). This strategy was developed in line with 
the stakeholder requirements specification that was conducted in the early stages of the project 
(D1.1) to ensure a primary focus on relevant stakeholders. The idea underpinning the strategy 
is to take key external stakeholders through a three-stage process of awareness (month 1-22), 
understanding (month 22-34) and action (month 34-36) so that, ultimately, relevant stakeholders 
are applying the E2District solution for optimised community energy management.  

Dissemination Strategy 

 

 

During the initial 15 months of the project, therefore, the primary objective of all E2District 
dissemination and communication activities was to disseminate for awareness by making the 
general public, relevant external organisations, stakeholders and potential users of the 
E2District outputs aware of the project and its aims and objectives.  

This report describes the actions that were undertaken to achieve this primary objective 
including the definition and analysis of the project’s main target audiences and the selection and 
implementation of suitable dissemination materials & channels. 
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2 Dissemination for Awareness  

During months 1-15 of a 22 month ‘dissemination for awareness’ campaign, the objective of 
E2District’s dissemination and communication activities was to disseminate for awareness by 
making the general public, relevant external organisations, stakeholders and potential users of 
the E2District outputs aware of the project and its aims and objectives. The strategy has proved 
effective with an increased awareness of the project activities among DHC stakeholders and the 
scientific community and ongoing engagement with relevant energy efficient buildings and DHC 
associations (such as E2BA and DHC+) as is evidenced in Section 3 of this report.  

E2District consortium partners are committed to paying special and continuous attention to 
dissemination and communication throughout the lifespan of the project with a view to achieving 
the largest possible audience in Europe. 

 Dissemination Target Groups 

2.1.1 Stakeholders Definition 

In D1.1, a stakeholder analysis was conducted as part of the requirements specification of the 
E2District project. The analysis identified both primary and secondary stakeholders in the value 
chain of optimisation and control of DHC systems. 

 
District Heating & Cooling Network Stakeholders 
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Primary stakeholders identified include DHC managers and DHC operators. 

Secondary stakeholders identified include subscribers and end-users, DHC owners, local and 
national authorities, DHC owners, investors and project backers, general contractors and 
designers, and technical providers. 

 
 

2.1.2 Stakeholders’ Database 

An E2District stakeholders’ database was initiated during the first months of the project 
consisting of a list of contact details of relevant stakeholders. As the project progresses, the 
database is being continuously expanded as further contacts are realised through project 
dissemination and communication activities. In addition to contact information, the database 
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contains information relating to the field of expertise of the contact, the relationship of the contact 
to the project, the preferred spoken language of the contact and the type of information that is 
most relevant for each contact to receive. 

Throughout the course of the project, stakeholder database members will receive targeted 
dissemination material regarding the project’s activities. Selected database members are also 
being invited to provide their valuable input in the form of project deliverables’ peer reviews, 
participation in workshops and attendance at Stakeholder Advisory Board meetings, etc. 

2.1.3 Stakeholder Advisory Board 

A Stakeholder Advisory Board (SAB), consisting of key participants from the stakeholder 
community, was created to monitor and advise/guide the consortium regarding which technical 
advances may have the greatest potential. A Stakeholder Advisory Board meeting will be held 
during the E2District Workshop at the Sustainable Places 2017 conference in Middlesbrough, 
UK on 29th June, 2017 (see section 3.8). 

 Definition of Target Messages 

Suitable target messages concerning project objectives, scope, partnership, use cases and 
specific project outcomes have been identified by analysing the project’s stakeholders’ needs 
identified in Deliverable 1.1 ‘Report on requirements for district heating and cooling’.  

2.2.1 Stakeholders Needs Definition 

To gather stakeholders’ needs, an excel file was created in which each project partners 
expressed values or benefits expected by different stakeholders based on the partners’ 
experience and role in the DHCN market. The partners, who are key DHCN stakeholders 
themselves, - VERI (representing DH Operator and Manager), UTRCI (its parent company is a 
Technology Provider), CIT (End-user), CSTB (Technology Provider) and Acciona (Contractor 
Designer) - collected their own needs but also needs from their clients and other stakeholders 
whom they are working with (DH owners, municipalities, investors). The partners collected and 
processed the needs in various meetings and in a global stakeholder and requirements partner 
workshop that took place in Paris, June 2016. The result of this work is shown in D1.1 Table 3. 

The Stakeholders Needs Definition is proving very useful for dissemination and communication 
activities as stakeholders can now be targeted with project information that directly corresponds 
to individual stakeholder needs and interests. 

2.2.2 Communication scope (EU/national/regional) 

To reach the stakeholder society at large is among the responsibilities of each partner. VERI is 
responsible for the management of the energy supplier stakeholders (utilities, ESCOs, DHC 
network operators, aggregators, etc.). Acciona is responsible for the district/city stakeholders 
(building owners, tenants and users, public local authorities, cities and territories, portfolio asset 
managers, neighbourhood developers, etc.). UTRC is responsible for the ICT and equipment 
manufacturer and supplier stakeholders (software vendors, integrators and HVAC equipment in 
general in the fields of ICT for energy efficiency). CIT is responsible for the higher-education 
stakeholders (graduate, undergraduate, professional education). 
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3 Communication/Dissemination Tools 

The following list of tools or means of communication were chosen based on the stakeholder 
needs’ analysis to achieve the widest possible dissemination of results among the project’s 
stakeholder community. The interests of the target groups defined in D1.1 i.e. DHC managers, 
DHC operators, subscribers, end users, local/national authorities, DHC Owners, 
investors/project backers, general contractors, designers and technology providers were taken 
into consideration and the most suitable tools were selected. While E2District’s general 
communication strategy is targeted, and especially tailored, towards specific target audience 
groups, the consortium partners consider it important that the wider public and associated 
partners are also kept informed. 

 Publications 

E2District project results and papers are communicated via dedicated conferences (including 
European Commission dissemination events) and specialised magazines. Moreover, results 
and deliverables are also published via EC newsletters like CORDIS focus and on OpenAire.  

             

Cordis1 & OpenAire2 

 

As identified below (2.4.3), E2District’s social media sites, Twitter particularly and LinkedIn, are 
also proving to be effective dissemination tools.  

Publications to date include: 

 Blanke, J. Beder. C. & Klepal, M. (2017). An integrated behavioural model towards 
evaluating and influencing energy behaviour. The Integration of motivational factors. 
Sustainable Places 2017 Conference, June 28/29th. 

 Pham, L. & Blanke, J. (2017). Tackling the value-action-gap: Improving civic participation 
using a holistic behavioural model approach. 
ICDPCP 2017: International Conference on Democracy, Political and Civic 
Participation“, Jan 19-20, 2017 in London, United Kingdom. 

 Blanke, J. Beder. C. & Klepal, M. (2016). Towards Understanding How Redefining 
Supply Side Constraints Could Shape Individual Demand Side Behaviour.  
BEHAVE 2016 Conference on Behaviour and Energy Efficiency, Portugal, Sep 2016. 

                                                

1 http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/200001_en.html 
2 https://www.openaire.eu/search/project?projectId=corda__h2020::0e7bf8116f16b6b2ba76bc90bff950ba 
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 Project Deliverables 

E2District is voluntarily participating in the Horizon 2020 Open Data pilot and is committed to 
enhancing interrelated research in the EU energy efficiency domain. All project public 
deliverables, once approved by the EC, are available to the European energy sector in the 
Publications section of the E2District website. Also, in line with the provisions of Grant 
Agreement article 38.2.1 on communication activities and to raise awareness of EU funded 
research activities, publications which are flagged with the dissemination level 'PUBLIC' will also 
be published in the E2District project page in CORDIS. In practical terms, once a public 
deliverable is approved by the Project Officer in the Continuous Reporting module in SyGMa, 
the deliverable will be automatically sent to CORDIS for publication with retroactive effect, i.e. 
all already approved public deliverables will be sent to CORDIS. 

Public deliverables to date: 

 D1.1 Report on requirements for District Heating and Cooling - Work Package 1 

The objective of this deliverable is to define high-level functional requirements for E2District 
platform and methodology, based on the needs expressed by all different stakeholders, for 
the development of a District Management and Decision Support framework for District 
Heating and Cooling Networks (DHCN). To do so, a first step has been to identify the 
stakeholders involved in the design and operation phases of DHCN, and to list what could 
be their needs, based on the experience and expertise of each project partner. 
Subsequently, services that could answer those needs have been defined and sorted in 
three categories: needs, constraints and wishes (needs with low priority levels). Finally, high-
level functions, defining how the system could satisfy these services, have been defined. 
For each function, a list of input data, output data (results) and a description of what should 
be done by the function is given. This work should serve as a first basis for the specification 
and development of the different components of the system (models, algorithms and 
platforms), within the framework of Work Packages 2 to 4. As the various tasks of the project 
will be progressing, these requirements will be reviewed and updated if necessary based on 
the experience the consortium gains in the execution. 

 D1.2 Report on KPIs and monitoring strategy for district heating and cooling 

The objective of this deliverable is to define operational and maintenance KPIs (DHN 
efficiency, carbon footprint, quality of service, ROI etc.) and also to define KPIs for the 
estimation of energy and CO2 savings regarding the project target (reduce the energy 
consumption of space and water heating by 30% compared to today’s level). These KPIs 
will be used to validate and assess the DOS and DSP platforms, and their underlying tools 
and therefore they must be defined to give reliable information about the performance of the 
DHC system. 
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 D2.1 Detailed Specifications on Interoperability 

This report outlines the Detailed Specifications on Interoperability between tools from 
different partners involved in E2District project. The report, associated to Task 2.1, 
addresses this harmonisation process for the specific case of the different solicitations that 
District Simulation Platform (developed within WP2) shall have to support throughout the 
project. As illustrated on Figure 1 this work has been closely done with WP3 requirements 
and aims to prepare as best as possible the integration of these simulation features in WP4. 
  

 D4.1 District Heating Operation System Platform Architecture Specification 

This deliverable defined the District Operation System for supporting the functional 
requirements of the functions defined in deliverable D1.1 with regards to the operation of the 
primary heating and cooling network as well as with regards to the operation of individual 
groups of buildings. It was shown how the operational scenarios described in D1.1 are 
translated into a system architecture comprising logical modules and their interactions. It 
was argued how an event-driven platform architecture would best suit the requirements of 
the E2District Operation System.The document describes how the overall E2District 
architecture and its modules can be implemented using an extension of the existing NiCore 
platform framework. This framework will be used to facilitate a reference implementation of 
this architecture in a cloud based district operation system platform. Furthermore, the 
document provides a reference for the various APIs available to module developers, both 
external as well as internal, and shows how building and district heating and cooling sub-
systems are abstracted through the platform to allow a unified access to data and 
controllable assets. 

 

 D6.1 Dissemination and Communication Plan (DCP) - Work Package 6 

This report outlines the E2District Dissemination and Communication Plan (DCP). The plan 
identifies, organises and defines the management and promotion of project objectives and 
results. The aim of the E2District project is to develop, deploy, validate and demonstrate a 
novel cloud based District Management and Decision Support framework for next generation 
DHC systems. Therefore, the dissemination strategy employed builds on the requirements 
specification conducted in the early stages of the project (D1.1) to ensure a focus on the 
relevant stakeholders. The idea underpinning the dissemination strategy is to take key 
external stakeholders through a three-stage process of awareness, understanding and 
action, so that, ultimately, relevant stakeholders are applying the E2District solution for 
optimised community energy management. 

 D6.2 Data Management Plan (DMP) - Work Package 6 

This document establishes the E2District project's approach to data management for the 
datasets captured or processed inside the project, according to the guidelines published by 
the EC. The plan identifies how data collected or generated by the E2District project will be 
organised, stored and shared and specifies what type of data will be made publicly available 
by the project (open access) in so far as it is possible to do at this stage of the project. 
Suitable public repositiories to store the data have also been identified. This DMP is not a 
fixed document and will, therefore, evolve throughout the E2District project according to the 
progress of project activities. 
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 Social Media Activity 

3.3.1 Twitter3 

Twitter has provided the E2District project with great opportunities for direct and sustained 
communication with DHC stakeholders and the scientific community and ongoing engagement 
with relevant energy efficient buildings and DHC associations (such as E2BA and DHC+) as is 
evidenced by the high number of followers (500+) that the E2District project has achieved during 
the initial 15 months, the majority of whom are directly operating within the EU energy domain.  

In 2016, the Brussels-based Tw4SE (Twitter For Sustainable Energy) community was 
established to support members’ activities in topics relating to sustainability, decarbonisation 
and renewables.4 Tw4SE is a community of Twitter users that is committed to the EU energy 
transition (decarbonisation, efficiency first, near 100% renewables). E2District has been a 
member of the Tw4SE community since its inception. The recent acceleration in the EU energy 
community’s Twitter activity has provided E2District with a great basis for networking and the 
communication of project information. The Tw4SE initiative has progressed Twitter into a 
powerful dissemination source for energy efficiency focused projects such as E2District.  

During months 1-15 of the project, E2District has used Twitter to successfully spread 
information, broadcast policy developments, secure engagement of stakeholders, test ideas and 
draw input from companies and experts, etc. 

3.3.1.1 Twitter Analytics 

Twitter Followers: As of May 2017, E2District’s Twitter site has 503 followers (the majority of 
whom are stakeholders in the energy community) and 431 tweets have been posted to date. 

     

Twitter Demographics 

 

                                                

3 https://twitter.com/E2District 
4 http://www.buildup.eu/en/events/towards-twitter-sustainable-energy-community-brussels-tw4se-0 
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3.3.1.2 Effectiveness of Twitter as a Promotional Tool for the E2District Project 

The following tweet, which was posted in April 2017, promoting the project’s forthcoming 
workshop at Sustainable Places 2017 demonstrates the effectiveness of Twitter as a 
promotional tool for E2District. 
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The tweet was retweeted by fourteen Twitter accounts, all of whom are managed by 
organisations or individuals that fit into the E2District target audience/stakeholder 
category. The combined number of followers of these fourteen Twitter accounts is 
32,165 followers. The tweet was liked twelve times and in the twenty-four hours 
following the posting of the tweet, E2District’s Twitter account gained fifteen new 
followers. 

The tweet contained a link to the E2District website (www.e2district.eu). The impact of 
the tweet can be clearly seen in the website stats for the week 17 Apr – 23 Apr ’17. 
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These analytics demonstrate that the tweet that was posted on 19th April was directly 
responsible for attracting 17 new visitors to the E2District website (36.8% of total 
visitors that week) from the following cities: Cork, Dublin, Madrid, Brussels, Nuremberg, 
Roubaix, San Francisco, Minsk and Florianpolis with average page views of 5.84 pages 
per visitor and an average site visit time of 6.53 minutes. 

Twitter analytics for the tweet indicate that the website link was clicked on 24 times 
and there were 60 direct engagements with the tweet. The tweet earned 4,371 
impressions in total (the number of accounts that had the tweet delivered to their Twitter 

stream). 
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3.3.2 LinkedIn 

E2District’s LinkedIn activities are focused on building stakeholder connections in the energy 
domain. Blog posts are targeted at various stakeholders and are used to inform relevant parties 
about E2District activities such as outcomes of project meetings, forthcoming workshops, 
deliverables, publications etc.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

5 https://www.linkedin.com/organization/10671239/admin/updates 
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 Online articles (blog posts, public web portals etc.) 

 

Online articles 
(blog posts, 
public web 
portals etc.) 

 
Dissemination & Communication Activity During Last 15 months 

 

 
European 
Commission 
Report6  

Nov. 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
E2District is featured in the online European Commission report published 
late November 2016 ‘Overview of support activities and projects of the 
European Union on energy efficiency and renewable energy in the heating 
& cooling sector’. 

 

        
 

 
 
           
 

                                                

6 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/overview_of_eu_support_activities_to_h-c_-_final.pdf 
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European 
Commission 
DG Research & 
Innovation 
Report7 

June 9, 2016 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
European 
Commission 
Horizon 2020 
Energy 
Efficiency Data 
Hub8 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
E2District is featured in the online DG/R&I report ‘The Role of renewable 
heat in general and solar thermal in particular in the EU research and 
innovation agenda’. 

 

   
 
 
The Horizon 2020 Energy Efficiency Data Hub is an online tool developed 
by the European Agency for SMEs (EASME). With interactive maps, key 
data and statistics, this application features the energy efficiency projects 
co-funded under Horizon 2020 programme. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

                                                

7 http://www.aee-intec.at/0uploads/dateien1126.pdf 
8 https://energy.easme-web.eu/ 
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Cork Smart 
Gateway9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
E2District is featured on the Cork Smart Gateway website. Cork Smart 
Gateway was established by Cork City Council, Cork County Council, 
Nimbus Research Centre and Tyndall National Institute to build on existing 
assets, attributes and experiences in the Cork region and to help position 
Cork as a ‘World-Class Smart Region’. The Smart Gateway aims to enhance 
the reputation of Cork as a place where public infrastructure and public 
service provision utilise best in class technology solutions and one which 
allows all stakeholders to participate in decision making and enjoy an 
enhanced environment. This initiative compliments and supports projects 
such as E2District that are working on smart solutions to improve the 
physical realm, from energy conservation to open data.  
 

 
 

                                                

9 http://www.corksmartgateway.ie/ 
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DHC+ 
Technology 
Platform - 
Euroheat & 
Power10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Set up under the umbrella of Euroheat & Power, DHC+ Technology 

Platform is the European hub for research & innovation in district heating 

and cooling.  The E2District project is supported by DHC+ and is featured 

on their website. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                

10 https://www.euroheat.org/dhc/research-projects/other-projects/ 
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Cork Chamber 
of Commerce 
201611 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Leonardo 
Energy12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Cork Chamber is the leading business organisation in the Cork region 
committed to supporting business in Cork, representing over 1,100 member 
businesses in Cork who employ close to 100,000 business people, thus 
ensuring the businesses of Cork are strongly supported and represented on 
critical business issues arising within the region. 
 

       
 
 
Leonardo Energy is a global initiative providing sustainable energy 
professionals with the knowledge to manage the energy transition. It was 
set up in 2004 as a platform to connect energy technologies, policies and 
markets. It aims to accelerate the transition to a sustainable energy 
economy by advocating progressive energy policies and by providing free 
education and training tools. E2District is participating in its Brussels based 
online networking initiative, Tw4SE (Twitter for Sustainable Energy), which 
was created to support members’ activities in topics relating to sustainability, 
decarbonisation and renewables. 
 

 
 

 

                                                

11 https://www.corkchamber.ie/UserFiles/file/Clink%20Issue%202%20lowres.pdf 
12 https://www.rise.global/energy-transition-europe/p/5852085/r/2463829 
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NKS Energie13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
H2020 Dr-Bob 
Project14  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
E2District is featured in the NKS Energie online report ‘Funded Projects 
under Horizon 2020 – Secure clean and efficient energy.’ NKS Energie is 
the German national contact point energy and advises research institutes 
and companies on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Energy (BMWi) on EU research and innovation promotion in the field 
of energy.  
 

   
 
 
 

E2District’s website is linked to sister project, Dr-Bob’s, website and has 
participated with Dr-Bob in workshops and dissemination of project 
information. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                

13 https://www.nks-energie.de/lw_resource/datapool/_items/item_449/nks-e_projects_funded_2015_ee.pdf 
14 http://www.dr-bob.eu/ 
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CSTB15  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Science 
Foundation of 
Ireland (SFI) 
CONNECT 
Centre16  

 

 
E2District is featured on project partner CSTB’s website.  

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

                                                

15 http://recherche.cstb.fr/en/about-us/network-and-partnerships/projects/ 
16 http://citexternal.newsweaver.co.uk/newsletter/7rrjp3kn12f?a=1&p=51123770&t=18997645 
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 Press Releases 

 
Press Releases 

 
Dissemination & Communication Activity During Last 15 months 
 

 
Cork 
Independent17  

31 March, 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Silicon Republic 

24 March, 201618      

 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
‘Nimbus Project Receives EU Funding’ 

 

 
 
 
‘Nimbus Energy Research Project Wins 2M in Horizon 2020 Funding’ 

 
 

 

                                                

17 http://www.corkindependent.com/business/topics/articles/2016/03/31/4117207-nimbus-project-receives-eu-
funding/ 
18 https://www.siliconrepublic.com/machines/nimbus-e2district-horizon-2020-funding 
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Irish Tech News 

24 March, 201619 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

International 
District Energy 
Association 
(IDEA)20 

25 March, 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

‘CIT Nimbus Centre Secures 2 Million Euro For E2District Horizon 2020 
Project’ 

 

 

 
 

 
‘Nimbus Centre secures €2m funding for E2District Horizon 2020 district 
energy project’ 

 

 

 

                                                

19 http://irishtechnews.ie/cit-nimbus-centre-secures-2-million-euro-for-e2district-horizon-2020-project/ 
20 http://www.districtenergy.org/blog/2016/03/25/cit-nimbus-centre-secures-e2m-funding-for-e2district-horizon-2020-
district-energy-project/    
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DHC+ Euroheat & 
Power 
24 March, 201621 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CIT Extended 
Campus Online 
Newsletter22  

Dec. 1, 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nimbus Centre 
(CIT) Website & 
Newsletter23 
20 April, 2017 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                

21 https://www.euroheat.org/news/research-innovation-news/nimbus-energy-research-project-wins-e2m-horizon-
2020-funding/?hilite=%22e2district%22 
22 http://citexternal.newsweaver.co.uk/newsletter/7rrjp3kn12f?a=1&p=51123770&t=18997645 
23 http://nimbus.cit.ie/2017/04/e2district-workshop-at-sustainable-places-2017/ 
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 Presentations/Exhibitions/Workshops at Conferences/Industry Events 

Date 04/05/2016 

Event Launch of Cork Smart Gateway 

Location Johnson Controls, Global Headquarters, 1 Albert Quay, Cork. 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

Presentation by Professor Dirk Pesch (CIT) which included overview of 
E2District project 

Number of 
attendees 

450 attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The Cork Smart Gateway was established by Cork City Council, Cork County 
Council, Nimbus Research Centre (CIT) and Tyndall National Institute (UCC). 
The Smart Gateway aims to enhance the reputation of Cork as an attractive 
place to live, work, visit and invest - a place where public infrastructure and 
public service provision utilise best in class technology solutions and which 
allows all stakeholders to participate in decision making and enjoy an enhanced 
environment. This initiative compliments and supports the already large number 
of organisations in Cork who are working on smart solutions to improve the 
physical realm, from energy conservation to open data. The Smart Gateway 
operates a forum that enables these organisations to share and collaborate.24 
 

Picture(s) 

   

 

Date 01/09/16 

Event Industry Breakfast - Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research,  

Location Cork Institute of Technology, Ireland. 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

E2District information stand, industry networking. 
 

Number of 
attendees 

95 attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The aim of the Nimbus Centre breakfast morning was to discover a fresh 
perspective on how third level institutions work with businesses and provide 
research that has real commercial value across many different fields. The event 
centred on overcoming key challenges for industry and offered guidance, 

                                                

24 http://www.corksmartgateway.ie/about/ 
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solutions and information on government supports and Irish & EU funding. This 
event was open to all: individuals with an idea, Start-Ups, SMEs, large multi-
nationals, investors and government agencies. 
 

Picture(s) 

     

 

Date 04/05/2016 

Event Launch of Cork Smart Gateway 

Location Johnson Controls, Global Headquarters, 1 Albert Quay, Cork. 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

Presentation by Professor Dirk Pesch (CIT) which included overview of 
E2District project 

Number of 
attendees 

450 attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The Cork Smart Gateway was established by Cork City Council, Cork County 
Council, Nimbus Research Centre (CIT) and Tyndall National Institute (UCC). 
The Smart Gateway aims to enhance the reputation of Cork as an attractive 
place to live, work, visit and invest - a place where public infrastructure and 
public service provision utilise best in class technology solutions and which 
allows all stakeholders to participate in decision making and enjoy an enhanced 
environment. This initiative compliments and supports the already large number 
of organisations in Cork who are working on smart solutions to improve the 
physical realm, from energy conservation to open data. The Smart Gateway 
operates a forum that enables these organisations to share and collaborate.25 
 

                                                

25 http://www.corksmartgateway.ie/about/ 
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Picture(s) 

   

 

Date 29/06/2016 

Event Sustainable Places 2016 

Location Biarritz, France 

E2D participants CSTB 

Nature of 
participation 

Workshop with E2DISTRICT sister projects on “Quantifying the business 
value of Demand Response initiatives for Energy suppliers and DSOs”.  

Number of 
attendees 

Overall conference: 200 attendees 

Workshop: 20 attendees 

Feedback & 
added-value 

A workshop was organised on June 29th, 2016 in the context of the 
International conference Sustainable Places 2016 with the aim of 
discussing the business value of Demand Response initiatives for 
Energy Suppliers and DSOs.  

The workshop involved the following 5 European co-funded innovation 
projects: 

 DR-BOB - Demand Response in Block of Buildings (H2020) 

 CITYOPT - Holistic simulation and optimization of energy 
systems in Smart Cities (FP7) 

 STORY - Added value of STORage in distribution sYstems 
(H2020)   

 SIM4BLOCKS - Simulation Supported Real Time Energy 
Management in Building Blocks (H2020) 

 E2DISTRICT - Energy Efficient Optimised District Heating and 
Cooling (H2020) 

The key aim of the workshop was to facilitate an understanding of the 
ongoing demand response innovation and research in each of the 
participating projects. To address this aim, the workshop started with an 
introduction to each of the participating projects which then elaborated 
on the following questions: 

(i) How demand response is defined in the context of each project 
(ii) How the impacts of the project in terms of demand response and 

energy saving are to be quantified 
(iii) The key regulatory barriers and drivers of demand response at 

each projects demonstration site 

Workshop conclusions 
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The workshop led to the following conclusions: 

 There is a lack of adequate analytical methods and data to 
quantify the benefits of different demand response initiatives for 
different players in electricity supply markets.26 This means it is 
often not possible to produce a meaningful estimate of the 
benefits of particular demand response initiatives for different 
types of energy companies i.e. Energy Suppliers and DSOs 
etc.27 As a result, it is very difficult for the different players in the 
electricity supply chain to identify business models to underpin 
investments in the deployment of demand response projects.  

 The participating projects are striving to provide formulae to 
enable the quantification of the cost/benefit of DR initiatives to 
reduce electricity demand for Electricity Suppliers and DSOs. 
These formulae should account for the particular regulatory and 
market conditions which are often missing from the current 
generalised approaches to quantifying demand response 
initiatives.28  

 There are different types of Demand-Response (DR) considered 
by the projects: (1) Implicit or price-based, where consumers 
choose time-varying electricity prices that reflect the value & cost 
of electricity at different times: Time-varying prices are offered by 
electricity suppliers and can range from simple day and night 
prices to highly dynamic prices based on hourly wholesale 
prices; (2) Explicit Demand Response or “incentive-based”, 
where the result of demand response actions is sold upfront on 
electricity markets, sometimes directly for large industrial 
consumers or through demand response service providers ; or 
where consumers receive a specific reward to change their 
consumption upon request. 

 There is ongoing work on quantifying the value of flexibility on 
the “Capacity Market”, which might act as a driver to facilitate the 
deployment and replication of the DR trials from the projects. The 
Capacity Market29 is designed to ensure sufficient reliable 
capacity is available by providing payments to encourage 
investment in new capacity or for existing capacity to remain 
open.  

 Other drivers were identified, taking into account that each 
possibility is dependent on the market structure which varies 
across Europe: 

o Increasing CO2 taxes 
o Including “flexibility” as a requirement in the regulation 

                                                

26 Bird, J. (2015) The role of domestic and small and medium enterprise customers. A Report arising from the 
Customer Led Network Revolution Project, Published by Northern Powergrid (Northeast) Limited. Available at 
http://www.networkrevolution.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Domestic-SME-Final.pdf 
27 Bradley, P., Leach, M., & Torriti, J., (2011) A review of current and future costs and benefits of demand response 
for electricity. Centre for Environmental Strategy Working Paper 10/11, University of Surry. Available at 
http://scholar.google.co.uk/scholar 
28 Capgemini (2008) Demand Response: a decisive breakthrough for Europe. Available at 
www.capgemini.com/energy 
29 Eurelectric Report, A reference model for European Capacity Markets, March 2015 
http://www.eurelectric.org/media/169068/a_reference_model_for_european_capacity_markets-2015-030-0145-01-
e.pdf  

http://www.networkrevolution.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Domestic-SME-Final.pdf
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o Create more dynamic “electricity tariffs” to give more 
value to flexibility – this being made possible thanks to 
smart meters’ roll-out 

 The results of the projects will provide recommendations on how 
new DR mechanisms could be adopted, and the value in doing 
so for actors involved in the value chain required to bring those 
DR initiatives to market. 

 

 

Date 09/12/16 

Event Getting Smarter About Smart Cities Seminar  

Location Cork City Hall 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

E2District information stand, industry networking 

Number of 
attendees 

360 attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

Seminar hosted by the Irish Minister for European Affairs, Digital Single Market 
and Data Protection, Dara Murphy T.D.  

Picture(s) 

 

   

E2Districts’ coordinator Dr. Martin Klepal with Professor Dirk Pesch (CIT), 
Ruth Buckley (Cork City Council) and Brian Cahill (CIT) 
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Date 19/12/16 

Event DHC+ Brokerage Event (Euroheat & Power) 

Location Brussels 

E2D participants VERI 

Nature of 
participation 

Presentation by Ansgar Böhm that included an overview of E2District project. 
 

Number of 
attendees 

 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

 

Picture(s) 

     

 

Date 20/01/17 

Event I WISH Foundation, Campus Week. 

Location Cork Institute of Technology 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

E2District representatives, Emily Twomey and Sezen Aladag Ozdemir discuss 
the E2District project and general opportunities in STEM with female students.  
 

Number of 
attendees 

80 attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

I WISH Campus Week saw 80 second level students descend on CIT to take 
on interactive programmes which allowed students to immerse themselves in 
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) via applied & practical 
interactive workshops, site visits and demonstrations.  
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Picture(s) 

     

 

Date 25/01/2017 

Event European Energy Transition Conference (« Assises Européennes de la 
Transition Energétique ») 

Location Bordeaux - France 

E2D participants CSTB 

Nature of 
participation 

Workshop on Organisation and planning of tomorrow’s territories 
(Chairman and speaker) 

Number of 
attendees 

Overall conference: 3700 attendees 

Workshop: 34 attendees 

Feedback & 
added-value 

Presentation of the DHC simulation environment (DIMOSIM) 

Picture(s) 

 

 

Date 24/02/17 

Event Energy Cork Breakfast Meeting,  

 

Location Cork Institute of Technology 

E2D participants CIT 
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Nature of 
participation 

Presentation by E2District coordinator, Dr. Martin Klepal, featuring the 
E2District project. 

Number of 
attendees 

40 Attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

Energy Cork is a local association of companies involved in the energy 
business that organises frequent knowledge sharing and dissemination events. 
 

Picture(s) 

     

 

Date 29/03/17 

Event H2020 Indigo Project Workshop (Sister project funded from the same call as 
E2District) 

Location National University of Ireland Galway (NUIG) 

E2D participants CIT and UTRC 

Nature of 
participation 

E2District project presentation. 

Number of 
attendees 

50 Attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

Session 1: Policy and EU Research on District Energy Systems 

 INDIGO Project – Susana López (IK4-Tekniker) 

 Pentagon Project – Elisa Olivero (CSEM) 

 E2District Project – Martin Klepal (CIT) 

 District Energy Systems Policy – Ruth Buggie (SEAI) 

Session 2: Technologies and New Directions of District Energy Systems 

 New Technologies for District Energy Systems – Mikel Borras (IDP) 

 Towards Zero-energy Districts – Glenn Reynders (KU Leuven) 

 NewTREND Project – Walter O’Grady (UCD) 

 Simulation to support microgrid and district grid - Patrick Béguery 
(Schneider Electric) 

 District Cooling Networks – Julien Watel (Veolia) 
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Picture(s)      

     

 

Date 04/05/17 

Event Tech Summit 2017  

Location City Hall, Cork. 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

E2District information stand and industry networking 

Number of 
attendees 

350 Attendees 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

Tech Summit hosted by IT@Cork. 

Picture(s) 
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 Website 

The project’s website at www.e2district.eu is the focal point for informing stakeholders and 
targeted audiences about the project’s objectives and methods and for publishing results.  

E2District Project Website (wwwe2district.eu) 

 

3.7.1 Website Structure 

Homepage:  

The homepage features:  

 What is E2District? – Features information relating to the project’s aims and the district 
heating and cooling industry in general. 

 Why E2District? – Features information relating to the obstacles facing the district 
heating and cooling industry and the project’s vision for overcoming these obstacles.  

 E2District Consortium - Information relating to the project’s consortium. 

 E2District Sister Projects – Links to the project’s sister projects which were funded under 
the same H2020 call. 

 Contact Information and Project Funding Call Information 

 Live Twitter Feed - There is a live Twitter feed embedded on the homepage featuring 
the latest project tweets.  

About: 

The About section of the website contains information relating to (i) Objectives, (ii) Work 
Packages, and (iii) Demo Sites. 

Consortium: 

The Consortium page builds on the consortium information displayed on the homepage and 
provides a more in-depth account of the project’s partners and their organisation’s relevance to 
E2District. 
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Gallery 

The gallery is divided into two sections (i) Photos and (ii) Videos. The photo section displays 
images relating to E2District project meetings and events. In the coming months, an E2District 
video will be introduced that clearly explains the project’s activities and current and expected 
results. 

Publications 

The publications section of the website contains information relating to (i) Newsletters, (ii) 
Dissemination Materials, and (iii) Deliverables. The Newsletter page will soon feature the 
E2District newsletter which is currently in production. The Dissemination Materials page features 
the E2District Banner pdf. and the E2District CIT Testbed Behavioural Study Information Leaflet 
and will shortly feature a new E2District information leaflet. Public deliverables are published on 
the Deliverables page directly after they have been submitted to the EU.  

News Blog 

The project publishes online news relating to its own work and achievements and also 
information relating to project partners and other newsworthy occurrences. Current posts include 
information relating to past and forthcoming workshops, consortium meetings and project 
updates and news.  

Web Design and Maintenance 

The website was developed with the key objectives of being informative, responsive and 
accessible. The site has been optimised for mobile use, as having a mobile-friendly website is 
considered by project partners to be a critical factor in achieving an effective online presence. 

The website is maintained by the project coordinator, CIT, in consultation with the consortium 
partners, and the site is regularly updated.  

The site structure was designed with flexibility in mind and as a result pages can be added or 
subtracted with ease. 

3.7.1 Website Analytics for the first 15 months of the project. 

Although the E2District website has been live since March 2017, Google Analytics was not 
implemented until July 2017, therefore all analytics detailed in this report date from July 2016 to 
May 2017. 
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3.7.1.1 Website Audience Overview: 

1,158 site visits (sessions) 

669 users      

4,305 page views   

3.72 average pages viewed per session 

3 min 9 sec average visit duration 

57.77% new sessions initiated 

8.72% bounce rate (left the website after one page) 

42.2% returning visitors 

57.8% new visitors 

3.7.1.2 Visitors by Country (Top 10) 

 

3.7.1.3 Website Demographics  
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 Forthcoming Confirmed Events 

Date 20-21/06/2017 

Event El III Congreso Edificios Inteligentes Madrid  

Location Madrid 

E2D participants Acciona 

Nature of 
participation 

E2District presentation 

Number of 
attendees 

 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The Intelligent Buildings Congress is the main professional forum in Spain 
that addresses the concept of Intelligent Building from an integral and 
multidisciplinary point of view to accelerate and increase the inclusion of the 
best solutions and technological systems possible in the building, with the 
aim of achieving more efficient, safe, functional and accessible buildings. 
The Congress will address technical, regulatory, and business issues related 
to Intelligent Buildings. 

 

Date 27-30/6/17 

Event Sustainable Places 2017 

Location Teesside University, Middlesbrough, UK 

E2D participants CIT, UTRC-I, VERI, CSTB, Acciona 

Nature of 
participation 

Conference paper, workshop and poster 

Number of 
attendees 

 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The Sustainable Places 2017 workshop will bring together key members of 
the E2District consortium to share their expert opinions and to present 
invited stakeholders with an overview of the E2District project i.e. the 
objectives of the project, progress of work packages, summary of project 
results to date and expected impact of the project. Each partner organisation 
will present their organisation's role and activity in E2District to date. In 
addition, the workshop will provide networking opportunities in the field of 
district energy systems. 
 

 

 

Date 9-14/07/2017 
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Event IFAC 2017 World Congress 
20th World Congress of the International Federation of Automatic Control. 

Location Toulouse, France 

E2D participants UTRC-I 

Nature of 
participation 

Poster 

Number of 
attendees 

 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The IFAC World Congress is the forum of excellence for the exploration of 
the frontiers in control science and technology. This Congress is attended 
by a worldwide audience of scientists and engineers from academia and 
industry. It offers the most up-to-date and complete view of control and 
automation techniques, with the widest coverage of application fields. 

 

Date 5-6/10/2017 

Event B·DEBATE-International Center for Scientific Debate 

Location Barcelona, Spain 

E2D participants CIT 

Nature of 
participation 

Behaviour Demand Response Presentation (E2District) 

Number of 
attendees 

 

Relevant 
information & 
added-value 

The event will be organised in collaboration between BIOCAT and l’Obra 
Social “La Caixa”, the promoters of the initiative “B·DEBATE, International 
Center for Scientific Debate BARCELONA”, and the Institut Guttmann, with 
the collaboration of IGOP. 
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4 Conclusion 

This report describes the key dissemination and communication activities that have taken place 
during months 1-15 of 22 of the Dissemination for Awareness stage of the DCP.  

During months 1-15 of a 22 month ‘dissemination for awareness’ campaign, the objective of 
E2District’s dissemination and communication activities was to disseminate for awareness by 
making the general public, relevant external organisations, stakeholders and potential users of 
the E2District outputs aware of the project and its aims and objectives.  

To achieve this objective, the following steps were undertaken: 

Firstly, the project’s target audience was identified, defined and analysed. Secondly, in 
accordance with the needs of the target audience identified in the definition and analysis, the 
dissemination and communication tools and channels, that were considered most likely to 
provide an opportunity to accurately target this audience, were selected. Thirdly, the selected 
dissemination and communication materials, tools and channels, which included publications 
and presentations to both academic and non-academic audiences, workshops, press releases, 
promotional materials, a project website, social media presence and other online promotional 
activities, were implemented. 

The E2District dissemination and communication strategy has proved effective to date, as is 
evidenced in Section 3 of this report, which portrays an increased awareness of the project 
activities among DHC stakeholders and the scientific community in general, and ongoing contact 
and engagement with relevant energy efficient buildings and DHC associations (DHC+ and NKS 
Energie), as well as the broader European energy community, local and European community 
and governmental organisations and the general public. 

This deliverable is the first of 3 Implementation of Dissemination/Communication of Results 
reports. A second report, D6.4, will be issued in M24 of the project and the final report, D6.5, 
will follow in M36 at the cessation of the project. 
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